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Dear Viktor, 

It was good to see you in Berkeley recently, and I wish we coulu have 
had a longer visit. The weather was not as kind to you as you might have wished, 
but at least you excaped the St. Louis cold for a few days. We returned Saturday 
after three days at the ranch, where I found less flood damage than I had expected. 
Incidentally, I brought back some normal and hybrid adults for Moyer, and I have 
just talked to him by phone about his present and future needs for Taricha material. 
I am very glad he's going to join you. He seems to be a very promising person. 

I'm sure you've seen and heard too much alreaay of my manuscri}t, but 
I have one more request to make. I reeivea the enclosed letter from Holtfreter, 
and l'd like to know whether you think the situation is as hopeless as Hannes 
seems to feel. Contrary to his fears, I am not offended by his corr®ents, and in fact 
if they are all justified 1 have reason to be grateful to him for saving me from a 
fiasco. 

First of all, 1 think nannes has overlooked a few considera tions that 
meet some of his criticisms - i n additionto the very general considerati on that 
the dradlt was tentative and that i have taken it fro ' granted t hat portions or fea~re s 
of the manuscript would have to be deleted, shortened or mo ·fied. 

One concerns his point that after the first section (on growth, etc.) the 
author fades away, never to return. This overlooks the f~tct that the California 
section, which he hasn't seen yet, involves me very intimately. I almost got the 
i mpression that Hannes thought he had the entire manuscript in his hands. 

A second is that there will be, of course, an~ introductory chapter 
or preface about why the book wa s written, and attempting to explain or justify 
the plan and ton tent. 

A thira and obvious one is that, for purposes of emphasis and to facilitate 
r eading, the book wou l d be broken up into sections and chapters, but i n doing this 
I would lean heavily on the help and advice of the publishers. 

However, in spite of these and other im_t)rovements, possibly the whole 
conception of the book remains faulty and ill-defined. I suppose the criticism of 
lack of continuity or cohesivenes s could be met by largely eliminating the organi zer 
story and sticking pretty exclusively to one man's(namely mine) trail, using it 
to illustrate how the course of research unfolds sna changes, and at the same time 
inform the reader about a limited but representative segment of experimental biology. 
Maybe 1 111 do some thinking along these lines before proceeuing further. But q 

whether there's an addience for this sort of thing, or whether my selection of matrial 
would be distinctive enough, I really don't know. ~lease understana that l'm not 
trying to dump the decision in your lap and that 1 don't wan't you to ponder earnestly 
over the matter. However, I woula be grateful to know whether you think Holtfreter 
has overstatea the shortcomings of my approach or has perh~ps evaluated it soundly. 

Warm r egards and best wishes, 

J 



November 1964 

Dear Victor: 
With your request of me playing the role of a frank and 

critical literary judge of your book manuscript you have pu~ 
me in a rather uncomfortable place. For if I wouilid be so po
lite as to merely compliment you on those aspects ·of your opus 

which I like, I would not be frank. And if I would gather the 

courage and question the wisdom of other aspects of the book, 
I may run the fearful risk of losing your iriendship. ·I may 

~, "F4-·t...A ! ' . : 
tell you that when I was in Japan ~ years ago, Sato asked me 
to evaluate and, if necessary, rewrite the manuscript of one 
of his pupils. I did it so thoroughly and mercilessly that from 
that time on Sato is no longer on speaking terms with me. So 

what shall I do? Well, I decide to run the risk, and .this des
pite the most flattering treatment which my scientific endeav

ors have received in your - how shall I call it - Reminiscences. 
Right at this point the trouble starts: What is really the · 

general message of this book and to what category of readers 

is it addressed? I would find it very hard to find a suitable 
title for it because in its ess ence it is a combination of two 
quite different perspectives: one being concerned with your 

own personal life, the other with a selected group of prob±ems 
of development. I feel that the two are not very successfully 

integrated and that there is ~n imbarance between them. It 
-vrould perhaps have been a good. idea if the reader l}ad been 

told at the beginning what kind of story you intend to tell. 
As it is, however, the reader is a t first led to believe that 

the book will be the autobiography of an aging biologist, elo

quently, amusingly written in a light vein. But this turns out 
to be an illusion when, five ) ages later, you have arrived at 

Yale. This event provides the occasion to make a few ancedotical 
remarks about Harrison and his environment. Thereafter, however, 
friend T-vritty as a person with his individual life experiences .-.... 

fades out completely - apparently for good.· We are now invited 
to plunge with you into tho depths of some of the scientific 
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problems which chief Harrison and, more so, yourself have so 

beautifully tackled years ago. Now and in the following parts 
of the tale, the spiritus primus which holds together the dif

ferent problems is the clever-dumb little salamander. 
This self-effacement of yours was a disappointment to me, 

and the occasional humorous side remarks, the definitely per- ~

sonal flair of your style were not enough to reconcile me. ~-
Hhat about your m-rn spiritual and emotional stages of develop

ment, your philosophy about life and death, hell and heaven, 
nature and science? How about your hobbies and adventures 
outside the confines of academic life? To be sure, your life 
history seems to have been a rather undramatic, placid one (cer

tainly more bO than mine). But, if it was so and you do not 
wish to write about more soul-searching personal and more gen

eral topics of potentially great interest, then I wonder whether 
it does your book much good to start it out with a few biograph

ical data and then let the salamanders take over. 
"' Let me now enter into some details. Your resume of the 

experimental work on ciliary beat and on differential growth 

is as exhaustive, as critically analyzed, and well written as 

only you could have done it. However, does such a detailed 
long treatment actually belong in this kind of book which is 

apparently not addressed to a professional biologist? To be 
sure, I enjoyed reading these chapters and I must confess that 

I was not at all familiar with all the the sly tricks which you 
and your helpers have used in order to make the salamanders 
divulge their secrets. And yet, these accounts avoid~d being 
truly scientific revie\vs of the; lJr oJ.i topics of ciliation and 

growth. To serve the latter purpose the exposition ought to 

have been still more exhaustive and wider-framed~withdeplor-
1\. 

able sacrifice of your entertaining style. 

The elaborate and yet limited treatment of the above 

topicscan be justified to quit e some extent on the grounds that 
it 1-ras you, the author of this iErger-de-main book, who played 
the leading role in th~sefieldsof research. But how about your 
equally detailed treatise on the gastrulation movements which 
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V'ogt, a person w·hom you never met, has worked out? Lovingly 
tnough you have described those morphogenetic antics, r am 
afraid your suspicion is correct, that this long:story would 
leave on the wayside so manchen ermudeten ~derer. Would 
the reader plod on to the next pages in the hope of meeting 
again the author personally? Well, so sorry, Victor's appear~-

ances become rarer and rarer as the narrative unfolds. ~ 
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December 1964 

So sorry, Victor, it was now me who has absent~ed myself 
from you for several weeks. You know, teaching, etc.,etc. 
To continue: 

The pace of your narrative quickens for a while when you ----
shift both geographically and topically from Harrison's magic 
circle to the German group of workers. It amused me to read 
your joking remarks about the gold mines of Spemann, about 
Mangold and myself. I also think that your balancer-interlude 
was an editorially clever device to bridge Yale with Germany. 
But is this rather tenuous connection of your personal life
history with Dahlem really sufficiently elaborated in your tale 
to justify the following entirely impersonal and length~ expo

sitions about the organizer and its subsequent exploitation? 
In this discourse your personality vanishes once more ·save for. 
the gentle and sympathetic phras.ings with which you - true to 

your nature - have handled this adventure of Spemann and his 

paladins. Only at the very end you, in the company of Niu, are 
striding forth again. 

Everything you say about the organizer work and its off
shoots is fine and proper. I wish I could write as elegantly 

as you do •. And yet, I, or Hamburger who have gad more intimate 
connections with the Pontifex in Freiburg and with his faithful 
Eins- zwei - drei: Zanne zusammen beissen-man in Dahlem, we 
could 1rri te a report about these "finest hours" which would not 
just be fine and wonderful. But should we do it? Should I, 
for instance, publicly decry the hero-image of Spemann which 
worshipper Mangold has erected in his book? Or report about the 

underground intrigues and jalousies, the hours of dis~pointment 
and resignation vlhich were as much a part of those :ih:; times 
as were the exciting moments of discovery and success? I let 
other people with a greater litGrary gift than I have and who 
have been of a greater world-shaking import than I have been, 
write their autobiographies, people such as the generals or 

politicians or - Goethe. Look at the embarrassingly vain and 



trivial fragment of an autobiography which Spemann has left 
behind! 

And here we are back at the core of the problem with 
which we started. Is it artistically and conceptionally pos
sible at all to write a book such as you seemed to have had 
in mind? Maybe it is, although I cannot think of any proto
type of this genre. I feel, however, that your present attempt 
at bringing together a number of rather disconnected scientific 

topics . by .the thin thread of your personal engagements in 
them has not been very successful from aneditorial and artistic 
point of view. 

Now then, what can be done about this matter? I know 
hmv much it hurts if somebody comes along and criticises a 

brain-child of mine which has been the fruit of many painful 

and also enjmyable hours of work. I get very angry and swear 
at that nincompoop, especially if jhis criticism has been 
merely destructive. But so has been mine. Ergo, if you vTish 

to send me to hell, you may do so. As far as I am concerned 

I would only hope that some day we vTOuld be friends again -

after you have published your book such as it is. 

The great trouble is that I cannot think of any easy so
lution to rectify the constructional conflicts which I perceive 
in your MS. I wish the dual perspectives in it could be brought 
into a common focus. Eut this is the dilemma: if you pull 
out entirely 'the thread of pe r sonal engagement in the problems , 
you are dealing with, then thebook falls apart. into a mos~c 
of disparate topics. And if you were to emphasize considerably 

more the autobiographic side of this tale, then the scientific 
parts would have to be strongly curtailed. Unfortunately, the 
( pleasantly entertaining ) style in which the topics have been 
dressed up does not make them suitable for publication in 
scientific journals. 

One minor suggestion might, hmvever, be helpful. I be

lieve that any reader would be grateful if you gave him once in 

a while a respite. I have never seen a narrative of that length 
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without its being divided up into chapters. The beginning 
and the end of each chapter. would give you a nice opportunity 
to properly introduce, demarcate, and generalize the particular 
topics you have presented. 

with 
help 

But now, Victor, I must conclude. 
this long letter, Hiroko has been 
her with her Ph.D. thesis. 

\vhile I have been busy ~/ 
crying that I'should~ 

----

In good friendship yours, 

~b? 
e:... .P---4 ~ <J "7 . ./ 
~~~~~ 
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